About Nyoman Patra

Descended from a line of powerful male healers, Nyoman's healing work combines clairvoyance and
intelligence with deep sensitivity and compassion. His natural awareness and connection with nonordinary realities enable him to easily access and traverse the shamanic realms, and, with the help of his
spiritual allies, provide transformational healing to her clients. Nyoman's healing practice blends core
shamanic techniques such as soul retrieval, power Natural retrieval, extraction and ancestral work with
his mediumship, channeling, and hands on abilities for naming and clearing blockages in the body.
Although born to do healing work, Nyoman came to the healing arts by a different path.

Nyoman Healing practice focuses strongly on soul healing through the Shamanic Arts and Energy
Healing. Working with clients on a deep spiritual level, Nyoman merges ancient healing techniques with
compassion, love and a positive insight to help them along their healing journey to harmonize their
body, mind and soul, and become their best self.
Nyoman's shamanic practice offers spiritual healing and ceremonials for restoring balance and harmony
in the whole person, place and community:
*Soul Retrieval
*Personal Power Restoration
*Shamanic Divination & Extraction
*Space Clearing
*Spiritual Emergency
*End of Life Transition
* Aura Cleansing
* Chakra Balancing
* Chakra Awakening
*Kundalini Awakening

What we do
When the standard Western Medical Model doesn’t fit your lifestyle or meet your needs, try a medical
intuitive. Nyoman can dive in and give you information from your body that Western Medicine may not
be able to find.
*Has the Doctor been unable to find anything wrong with you?
*Have you been given a diagnosis with no cure, treatment plan or pain relief?
*Are you looking for an alternative to pharmaceuticals and intrusive testing?
Nyoman offers International Events Private and Group Health Sessions to provide a holistic alternative
for those who seek energy medicine to aid their health. Nyoman’s healing is inspired by the Balinese
way of life, which encourages him to nurture a greater harmony with spirit, the environment and with
one another. Similarly, his holistic approach is designed to tune in to the physical, emotional and
spiritual levels, allowing an organic healing process to naturally unfold. He collaborate with his guests to
activate, facilitate and nurture a new healing path, and this begins by honouring his highest potential.
Nyoman embraces holistic Balinese-inspired therapies administered by traditional Balinese healers using
ancient wisdoms passed down from direct lineage. Following the Balinese principle of Sekala-Niskala,
which holds that we all live equally in two worlds; the seen or conscious world Sekala, and the unseen or
psychic world Niskala, Nyoman Patra, the Balinese healers engage the help of the higher divine source
during each healing session.

Healing rituals include a combination of meditation, deep bodywork and prana energy performed by
healers Nyoman whose gifted talents have been handed down through generations of Balinese families.
Energy Healing introduces the power of mother nature.
Chakra Balancing sessions are for activating and balancing the body’s seven energy centres, while in
Prana Healing, healer Nyoman will scan and clear the aura of imbalances.
Massage therapies include Holistic Massage with Prana combination, Deep Healing Reflexology,
Acupressure, Invigorating Bodywork and Muscle Release, all of which synchronise intuitive body and
energy work to identify, balance and heal.

